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Thallium telluride Tl8.67 Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 nano compound doped with different
concentration ratios of Sb (x = 0.63, 0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72) was prepared
using solid-state techniques, and the compoundwasheatedup to 550 K in vacuumsilica
tubes. The structure of the nano system was studied using XRD and EDX. It was
confirmed that, without any other impurities, the nano system had a single-phase
tetragonal crystal structure. The measured Seebeck coefficient (S) of all nano
compounds showed that S increased with increase in temperature from 300 to
550 K. S was positive at all temperatures, showing characteristics of a p-type
semiconductor. The complex behaviour of S in an Sb-doped nano system showed
that at low temperature (room temperature), S first decreased with an increase in Sb
concentration up to x = 0.65 and then increased with an increase in the Sb dopant up to
x = 0.72. Similarly, electrical conductivity (σ) decreased with an increase in temperature,
and the power factor showed complex behaviour relative to Sb concentration. The
power factor observed for Tl8.67 Sn1.33-xSbx Te6 nano compound increased with an
increase in temperature, within a temperature range of 300–550 K. Tellurides are
semiconductors of very narrow band-gap, with component elements in common
oxidation states, according to (Tl+9) (Sb3+) (Te2-)6. The phase range was also assessed,
and results demonstrated that different Sb dopant ratios were associated with
differences in properties (e.g., electrical, thermal, and Seebeck effect) and hence
variation in power factor. These results indicate a route through which the
thermoelectric characteristics of Tl8.67 Sn1.33-xSbxTe6-based nano materials were
harnessed for the development of thermoelectric and electronic applications.
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1 Introduction

Green energy and its sources are of great interest due to environmental issues. It provides a
way to overcome the energy crises and minimize the use of fossil fuel (Adam et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2019), as well as improve the efficiency of existing thermoelectric
(TE) materials; therefore, it is important to find new TE materials (Luu and Vaqueiro, 2015;
Chen et al., 2016; Ouyang et al., 2018). Scientists and researchers of the current era are taking
great interest in TEmaterials as they are among the best green energy sources, particularly at the
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nano size, as demonstrated by the chalcogenide nano system of rare
Earth elements, which has a high Seebeck coefficient, moderate
thermal conductivity, and high electrical conductivity. The bulk of
the nano material Tl9Te10 was prepared using ball milling and hot-
pressing techniques along with doped lead. The thermal and electrical
properties were studied by Yu et al. (2010a), who showed that the
figure of merit (ZT) was 1.30 at 299.99°C. The Seebeck coefficient (S)
estimated at 400°C was slightly higher than Na nano particle dopants.
The temperature at which a nano system (Tl0.020Pb0.98Te) has a high
ZT and high TE property was calculated to be 500°C. Pb-doped
(Bi0.2Sb0.8-xPbx)2Te3 nano compound was synthesized using the hot
pressing sintering and quenching technique established by Lin et al.
(2016), and assessment of TE characteristics demonstrated that ZT
was enhanced with doping. In order to improve and synthesise new TE
material (Khan et al., 2018), nano compounds with different Sb
concentration ratios ≥1 were synthesised using a solid-state
reaction technique, and the nano particles of the compound were
prepared from the ingot using ball milling. It was confirmed that the
structure of the compound was tetragonal, with a space group (I4/
mcm) and no impurities. P-type behaviour was reported due to doping
of thallium telluride with Sb. TE properties, including electrical
properties, S, and ZT increased and, therefore, the power factor
increased. It was also noted that the semiconduction behaviour of
the compound gradually became electrical in nature, while the
structure of the compound remained unchanged. The thermal
properties of synthesized thallium antimony telluride were carefully
studied by Kurosaki et al. (2004), with watchful measurement of
thallium and tellurium nano materials. Powder made up of these
nano materials was mixed, and pellets were formed by condensing the
particles for 6 h in a closed quartz holder K and heated below Argon
gas in a 674 K mp climate. The TE power (S) and the electrical
resistivity (∫) were measured over the temperature range of
300K–800 K. The estimation of TE power at 3.93 × 102℃ was
measured and found to be basically identical in position of
strength for TE properties, while TlSbTe6 showed positive
behaviour in the range of perfect temperature. The compound
showed comparatively low thermal conductivity, and the power
factor at 400 K was greater, with a value of 0.9. This effect was due
to the combination of TEmaterials. According to an in-depth study by
Zhang and Zhao (2015), the thermal and electrical properties of nano
materials, such as TEmaterials, have resulted in revolutionary changes
since the last century, by providing another approach through which
researchers can generate new methods of power generation. Due to
high electrical and thermal properties, thallium tellurides were
synthesized with lanthanides by Guo and Kleinke (2015). At the
first stage, Tl9CeTe6 had a unit cell volume with a wavelength in
the range of 1,033 Å. The electrical and thermal conductivity increases
from La to Tb, while the thermoelectric power decreases from La to Tb
in the lanthanide series. Although both Tl9GdTe6 and Tl9SmTe6 are
exceptional, Tl9GdTe6 has more significant TE power. In the
lanthanide series, Tl9LaTe6 has the most elevated figure of merit.
Increasing the ratio of La (0.9, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, and 1.10) causes
improved unit cell volume, hence a decrease in thermal conductivity
and an increase in thermal power. At 600 K, the ZT value for Tl9LaTe6
is 0.57. The research of Kim and Ha (2013) showed isolation of
alumina nanoparticles with bismuth–antimony–tellurium lattice
(Al2O3/BST) using the framing ball milling technique. At 323 K,
the value of ZT increased. The study of Sankar et al. (2012)
showed that, in the application of TE materials, thermal and

electrical properties play key roles. They worked on compounds of
ternary chalcogenides of thallium such as TlGdY2(Y = Te or Se),
wherein Tl96 achieved α -Na2 structure, with isostructure
demonstrated by TlSbY2 (space group R3m), and Tl9Te6 was
isostructural through Tl96 (space group I4/cm). The wide band
p-type semiconductor was discovered to have low/lower electrical
conductivity and a high Seebeck coefficient of TlGdSe2. Telluride
TlGdTe2 had low thermal conductivity (K) of 0.5 W/mK and
possessed a semiconductor at 298 K (ambient temperature). Tl9Te6
displayed a relatively small amount of high thermal conductivity at
298 K (room temperature). The impurity of TlBiTe polycrystalline was
synthesized by using hot squeezing techniques; the thermoelectric
properties were then evaluated at temperatures ranging from 293 K
(room temperature) to 700 K by (Yamanaka et al. (2003), confirming
that the Seebeck effect was increased across the full temperature range.
These data demonstrated that the material acted like a p (hole)-type
semiconductor. The electrical resistivity was 12 times higher than the
TE materials. The highest assessed ZT was 0.86 at 590 K. Sn at
different ratios served as the dopant for (Bi0.25Sb0.75)2-xSnxTe3 nano
compounds, where (x = 0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, or 0.2) in experiments
by Cai et al. (2016) using hot energy ball mill and spark plasma
techniques to study TE properties. With the help of SEM and TEM, it
was confirmed that (Bi0.25Sb0.75)2-xSnxTe3) nanostructure was
inhomogeneous and of encrusted structure. The elevated value of
ZT was 1.30 at 338 K when the doping value of x = 0.1. The thermal
and electrical properties of tellurium telluride (Tl8.67PbxSb1.33-xTe6)
with doping of Pb were studied by Shah et al. (2016) with different
concentration ratios (x = 0.61, 0.63, 0.65, 0.67, 0.68, or 0.70). The
samples were synthesized by a solid-state reaction in an air-free silica
tube. The crystal structure was examined by XRD and EDX. It was
observed that all the compounds were phase pure. The S values for
these compounds increased with the increase in temperature from
295 K to 550 K, which showed that S was positive for the entire
temperature range; from these data, it was clear that the compound
was a semiconductor with p-type behaviour. At room temperature, it
showed complex behaviour after doping with Pb; with increased
doping, the Seebeck effect decreased. The electrical conductivity
and power factor also showed complex behaviour related to Pb
concentration. The power factor over the entire temperature range,
from 290 K to 550 K, for Tl8.67PbxSb1.33-xTe6 compounds also
increased. As tellurides are semiconductors of small band-gap, a
state of normal oxidation was also shown by (Tl+)9 (Sb3+) (Te2-)6.
The doping with Pb showed effects on its thermal and electrical
properties. The increased concentration of Pb resulted in the
increase in hole which led to higher scattering of electrons and
reduced S value. The TE characteristics of the quaternary/
quadruplet telluride series Tl10– x -ySnxBiyTe6 were introduced by
Kuropatwa et al. (2014), with thermal conductivity (κ), thermo power
(S), and electrical conductivity (σ). Tl fixations have three divers,
which are 8.33, 8.67, and 9 for each formula unit, and there are
different Sn concentrations, each with a Bi ratio to resemble the
characteristic for each Tl focus. They also found that the crystal
structures supported their calculations and observations. The
realistic value of ZT was calculated to be 0.6 at 525 K and 575 K
for Tl8.67Sn0.50Bi0.83Te6 and Tl8.33Sn1.12Bi0.55Te6, respectively. It was
suggested by Chen et al. (2010) that semiconductors of nanostructured
thermo materials are becoming a new source of energy in thermo
electrical nano materials and may change the proficiency of novel
energy sources by keeping the high value of electrical conductivity to
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allow measurement of the De Broglie wavelength in a way that is
similar to the practicality of the TE nanostructure crystal. They
showed that there is another easy technique, which involves self-
assembly of nano particles of Sb2Te3 by a controlled dimension of
particles in a vapour-free crystal transport. With this technique, the
sample Sb2Te3 showed an improved Seebeck coefficient at same
concentration and that the thermal conductivity was less than the
bulk of Sb2Te3. It was confirmed by Yu et al. (2010b) that doping of
thallium to lead telluride expanded the ZT value due to expansion of
the Seebeck coefficient, while the thermal conductivity was unchanged
despite improvement of resonant state around the Fermi level (Egap/2).
Still, the technology is monotonous due to moderate cooling for the
development of crystal, higher time waste, hot squeezing, and post-
smashing. The value of ZT (1.3) at 373 K was examined with a grain
size of 3–7 × 10-6 m by using the ball milling technique with
concentrations of thallium, tellurium, and elemental lead nano
powder and the hot squeezing technique. In the two I-V bands,
which were considered by Min et al. (2016), one was kept under
continuous temperature gradient and the other was used to obtain
continuous thermal information. Solvable information on this special
type of procedure was obtained. The investigators developed a new
method that enabled sorting of both I-V bands for acquiring natural
results by using impedance techniques and then estimated the TE
module results. In our previous paper (Khan et al., 2022), Sn was
doped to Tl8.67Sb1.33-xSnxTe6 at different concentration ratios using a
solid-state reaction technique. XRD and EDX were used to confirm
that the compound was of single phase tetragonal structure without
any impurities. The TE properties, including Seebeck effect, electrical
conductivity, and ZT, increased. With associated doping
concentrations of Sn, the power factor increased with increased
temperature (300 K–500 K). Similar studies have been carried out
by other groups (Ouyang et al., 2018; Tufail et al., 2021; Xia et al.,
2023), but the main differences are in approach to enhancement of TE
properties using different techniques.

In this research, Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 was doped with Sb and the
resulting electrical properties were studied using crystal structure
data obtained through XRD and EDX; pellet morphology was
studied using SEM. The electrical and thermal properties of the
nano compound changed relative to Sb doping. This research
focused on the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity
because both have significant effects on electrical properties.
Four probes were used to evaluate electrical conductivity (σ),
and the power factor was calculated based on the Seebeck

coefficient. It was noted that increased temperature also
increased the Seebeck coefficient.

2 Experimental details

Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 was doped with Sb and synthesised using the
solid-state reaction technique and different concentrations (x = 0.63,
0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72) in air-free silica tubes and sealed in the
presence of oxygen to reduce moisture. Ultra-high purity materials
(≥99.999%; Sigma-Aldrich) were used to synthesise the nano materials
in powder form in silica tubes in the presence of argon gas, which was
heated to a temperature of 650 K for at least 24 h, at a rate of 1K/min.
To avoid imperfections, such as dislocation, quenching, and
deformation of crystal, the sample was cooled down at a very slow
rate. The sample was kept at 27℃ for at least 12 h for uniformity. The
Seebeck coefficient (S) of each sample in the formed pellet, each at
dimensions of 5 × 1 × 1 mm3, was measured. Unfortunately, there was
no change in the Seebeck coefficient on weakly biases tenure when the
sample was in open air. For measurement of electrical conductivity,
the four-probe method was used to assay each pellet in the
rectangular form.

FIGURE 1
XRD of Tl8.67SnxSb1.33-xTe6 (x = 0.63, 0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72)
at room temperature.

TABLE 1 Crystallite size (D in nm), lattice constant, and volume (A3) of the unit cell.

Sample Crystallite size D”(nm) D@ spacing (Å) Volume

a = b C (Å)3

Tl8.67Sn0.61Sb0.72Te6 26.89 8.81 13.005 1,005.50

Tl8.67Sn0.63Sb0.70Te6 27.93 8.83 13.075 1,022.90

Tl8.67Sn0.65Sb0.68Te6 29.04 8.89 13.00 1,012.44

Tl8.67Sn0.67Sb0.66Te6 30.91 8.91 13.001 1,009.086

Tl8.67Sn0.68Sb0.65Te6 32.48 8.92 13.062 1,022.67

Tl8.67Sn0.70Sb0.63Te6 34.43 8.94 13.096 1,039.22

It is just to prominent the values.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 X-ray diffraction analysis

The following XRD figure shows Tl8.67 Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 doped with
Sb at different ratios (0.63, 0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72). The highest
peak value was observed at an angle of 31.8°. It was also confirmed by
XRD that Tl9Sb1Te6 has a single-phase tetragonal structure, as shown
in Figure 1. Data from the published literature have shown that the
values for lattice constant at 27℃ are a = .866 nm and c = 1.305. The
crystal structure of the sample was obtained using an experimental

FIGURE 2
SEM image of the nano compound Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6. (A) Tl8.67Sn0.61Sb0.72Te6 and (B) Tl8.67Sn0.70Sb0.63Te6.

FIGURE 3
EDX data for Tl8.67Sn0.67Sb0.66Te6 at room temperature for the confirmation of stoichiometric ratios from elemental analysis.

TABLE 2 Weight% and atomic% of the elements in the compound
Tl8.67Sn0.67Sb0.66Te6.

Sample Weight% Atomic%

Tl 69 57.89

Sn 2.58 3.73

Sb 2.82 3.97

Te 25.60 34.41

100% 100%
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formula (Sankar et al., 2012) and simulation with binary tellurium
telluride (Tl10Te6) compared with reference data (Pradel et al., 1982;
Skomedal et al., 2014). Considering the entire topology, Miller indices,
position of grain size, interatomic distance, etc., can also be calculated
(Glusker and Trueblood, 2010), as shown in Table 1.

An Intel diffractometer with CuKα radiation was used for XRD.
The peaks of the graph show the concentration of Sb in the nano
compound Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6.

3.1.2 Scanning electron microscopy
For structural and chemical analyses, SEM was used. To achieve

better and more accurate results, samples were in solid form, as well as
sized to fit in the niche shown in Figure 2. For electrical conductivity,
the samples were shielded with thin metal to allow better results in
measurement of S; mostly carbon is the best option a compound like.
Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 was doped with Sb, and due to concentration of
Sb, the insignificant grain size paved a path of bulky scattering to the
electron. The thermo power of the chalcogenide system was slightly
improved; thermo power increased with decreased grain size of the

compound to the micro and nano levels (Kuropatwa et al., 2011).
These findings have already been illustrated in the literature on the
SbTe nano compound.

3.1.3 Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX)
The percentage ratio of each element in the compound can be

found by using EDX analysis. In the compound, the atomic percentage
of each element was assessed: Tl (57.89%), Sb (3.97%), Sn (3.73%), and
Te (34.41%). The maximum percentage of Tl was 57.89%. Figure 3
shows the concentration of each element. The weight percentages and
atomic percentages are also given in Table 2.

3.2 Electrical conductivity

The electrical conductivity and temperature were plotted against
each other and show the inverse behaviour for all samples; increased
temperature led to a decreased conductivity (σ) and vice versa, due to
the charge carriers being scattered from phonons of the material.

TABLE 3 Electrical conductivity (σ S (m-1))(S=Siemens) of Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 (x= 0.63, 0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72) of thermoelectric properties at the temperatures
300, 400, and 500 K.

Sample Electrical conductivity s S(m)−1 *
102 at 300 K

Electrical conductivity s S(m)−1 *
102 at 400 K

Electrical conductivity s S(m)−1 *
102 at 500 K

Tl8.67Sn0.70Sb0.63Te6 776 495 4.12

Tl8.67Sn0.68Sb0.65Te6 831 545 462

Tl8.67Sn0.67Sb0.66Te6 507 315 285

Tl8.67Sn0.65Sb0.68Te6 1,231 945 862

Tl8.67Sn0.63Sb0.70Te6 1,327 1,045 962

Tl8.67Sn0.61Sb0.72Te6 1,616 1,295 1,212

FIGURE 4
Dependency of electrical conductivity (σ) on the temperature of Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 (x = 0.63, 0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72) as a cooled and hot-pressed
pellet.
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Our focus in this research on electrical conductivity was on Sb
doping of the compound at different concentrations (0.63 ≤ x ≤ 0.72)
and at various temperature ranges. Results are provided in Table 3. It
was noticed that, at the concentration of Sb = 0.66, the electrical
conductivity did not increase due to a change in the band gap. The
power factor with doping at different concentrations of Sb improved
with increased temperature. The concept of discussion given
previously is that the semiconductor material is prone to
degeneration. Figure 4 shows the change in electrical conductivity
(σ) related to the doping concentration ratio of Sb.

3.3 Seebeck coefficient

In this research work, it was observed that the Seebeck coefficient of
the p-type compound/sample Tl10-xSnxTe6 increased with rise in
temperature and also with doping of Sb at different ratios. It can be
seen from the Table 4 that, at x = 0.65, the Seebeck coefficient (S) was
maximum, S = 77.65 and 157.36, at temperatures of 300 K and 550 K,
respectively, whereas the minimum value for x = 0.68 was 56.04 at 300 K
and increased to 93.04 at 550 K. Similarly when the concentration of Sb

TABLE 4 Seebeck coefficient S (μV/k) of Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 (x = 0.63, 0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72) at 300, 400, and 550 K.

Sample Seebeck coefficient S (μV/k) at 300 K Seebeck coefficient S (μV/k) at 400 K Seebeck coefficient S (μV/k) at 550 K

Tl8.67Sn0.70Sb0.63Te6 75.89 100.78 126.84

Tl8.67Sn0.68Sb0.65Te6 77.64 118.68 157.29

Tl8.67Sn0.67Sb0.66Te6 74.00 96.11 113.05

Tl8.67Sn0.65Sb0.68Te6 56.03 74.12 92.08

Tl8.67Sn0.63Sb0.70Te6 67.79 87.16 103.57

Tl8.67Sn0.61Sb0.72Te6 58.00 79.18 97.54

FIGURE 5
Dependency of Seebeck coefficient (S) on the temperature of
Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 (x = 0.63, 0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72).

FIGURE 6
Effect of Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 on power factor with changing temperature and doping concentration of Sb, where x = 0.63, 0.65, 0.66, 0.68, 0.70, or 0.72.
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was 0.63 or 0.72, the Seebeck coefficients varied from 73.87 to 127.00,
respectively, at temperatures of 300K–550 K, as indicated in Figure 5.

3.4 Power factor

The power factor is the product of the square of the Seebeck
coefficient and the electrical conductivity (S2σ); therefore, a change
in either variable will result in a change in the power factor. All the
observed values of the compound are plotted in the following
Figure 6, which shows changes in the power factor. The
compound Tl8.67Sn0.61Sb0.72Te showed its highest values of 7.58
μW/cm1K2 and 3.84 μW/cm1K2 at temperatures 500 K and 300 K,
respectively. The lowest power factor values of Tl8.67Sn0.70Sb0.63Te
were also recorded: 1.76 μW/cm1K2 and 1.20 μW/cm1K2 at
temperatures 500 K and 300 K, respectively. The values of the
power factor of all compounds at different temperatures and
various doping concentrations are given in Table 5.

4 Conclusion

⁃ Tl8.67Sn1.33-xSbxTe6 nanoparticles doped with Sb at different
concentration ratios were synthesised using solid-state reaction
techniques.
⁃ XRD analysis confirmed that the sample was single-phase with
space group equal to Tl5Te3.
⁃ The observed Seebeck coefficient over the entire range showed
that the Seebeck coefficient increased with increased concentration
of Sb doping, as well as increased temperature, and vice versa.
⁃ The Seebeck coefficient decreased with high Sb concentration
ratio, indicating conduction through holes in the samples; carrier
density increased with increased concentration of Sb other than x =
0.65. Therefore, the thermo power also increased due to enhanced
electron scattering in the system. Additionally, the power factor
increase was likely due to effects at the micro to nano levels, which
have been observed in many other studies on SbTe.

⁃ Our data indicate that various dopants enhance the TE properties
of samples that can be used as TE generators.
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